News Break Scavenger Hunt

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, December 3, 2023 print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. The Shell House will play a starring role in the adaptation of "The Boys in the Boat," directed by George Clooney. The movie, out Dec. 25, tells the story of the underdog UW crew team, which rowed to victory over the elite colleges of the East Coast, then went on to earn Olympic gold for the U.S. in the ________ Summer Games in Berlin. (MAIN)

2. Who was the first woman to serve as a justice on the U.S. Supreme Court? (MAIN)

3. What are airplane contrails? (MAIN)

4. U.S. employers surveyed by Aon, which compiles compensation data on more than 5,500 employers, said merit raises will average about ______% across all industries next year, down from 3.9% this year, as companies rein in labor budgets and inflation eases from last year’s highs. (JOBS)

5. In an informal Seattle Times poll that was answered by 783 readers, nearly ______% — 678 people — said they were part of shoes-off households. (THE MIX)

6. This year marks the 35th anniversary of World AIDS Day, which began in ________ to raise awareness, provide education and end discrimination targeting people living with HIV. (THE MIX)

7. For more than a decade, the CID Santas have been beloved community volunteers who greeted kids with holiday cheer while also dismantling racial stereotypes about what? (THE MIX)

8. The takeaway she hopes readers will glean from the book: ________________ is incredibly important, not just with our animal companions, but also ourselves. (THE MIX)

9. ____________ are the body’s “chemical messengers,” released into the blood by the specialized cells that produce them to carry signals to your organs and other tissues. For example, when your pancreas releases insulin, it signals your muscle and fat cells to take up glucose (sugar) from your bloodstream. Some hormones travel to distant tissues to signal the release of yet other hormones. (THE MIX)

10. “___________ is such a beautiful way to transform a space and give it a sense of warmth, even if it’s psychological," says Conner. (AT HOME IN THE NW)